
Searching the ERL library Catalog 

When searching an OPAC or library catalog it is important to remember that it is just a database – it is not 

intuitive.  The system will simply look for whatever you put in as your search term in only the fields where you 

have directed your search.  The system does not search entire documents or content of books, it merely 

searches the catalog record for the book. It cannot correct your spelling, or generate a list of results based on 

a category or broad topic that you have entered. 

For Example:  If you search for the phrase ”Culturally Relevant”,  you won’t  see a list of culturally relevant 

books as your results.  You will see individual records for books which have that exact phrase either in the title, 

the description of the book, or if you are lucky, in the table of contents. An OPAC can’t guess what you mean 

by “culturally relevant” 

Here are some search protocols and strategies which will help you to get more successful results:  

For general searches, when you don’t have an exact title, author, etc, use Advanced Search where you have 

more options to limit, combine terms or refine your search.  Remember, the more search terms you enter – 

the fewer results you will get, because the system will be looking only for records that contain all of your 

terms. 

 Use the drop down menus to tailor your search: are you looking for one word, several words or a 

phrase. 

 Remember to identify the location of the library or facility you are searching.  In this case, select ERL as 

your location 

 When searching for titles, drop a, an or the at the beginning of the title 

 For names of authors or illustrators, enter Last name, first 

 For subject searches, be aware that if you limit your search to the subject field, the system will only 

look for approved Library of Congress subject headings, and your search word or topic may not be on 

that list. You may be referred to an authority file that will tell you to “see” or “see also” other search 

terms.  Example:  If you type in a subject search for the word “bugs” you may retrieve zero hits, 

because the library of Congress uses the term “Insects” to describe that category. 

 For Keyword  Anywhere searches, the entire record for the item , including the title, author, subject 

headings, notes, annotations will be searched for your  word(s) or phrase(s) .  This is a great way to find 

out what the actual Library of Congress subject headings might be, or to identify specific notes or 

collections that your library has created.  In the ERL we have created a category for books that have 

diverse or multicultural content, and we have added a note called “Diversity Collection”.  You can 

search for the phrase “Diversity Collection”ss a Keyword Anywhere to find all of these titles. 

Try a practice Search: 

o Sample search:  Try an advanced search for “native americans” – as a phrase – within Subject 

field and limit to the ERL location.  You will get 0 hits.  Now try the same search as a keyword 

anywhere search. Open one of the records for the books, and look to see what the approved 

subject heading might be, then try your search again using the proper terms. 
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